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Sustainable You
UNH students make green lifestyle changes
for Campus Sustainability Month
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First in the State
Blue and White Makes
Green
KATHERINE BEMIS STANDS IN THE UNH ORGANIC GARDEN CLUB’S
GARDEN. BEMIS IS ONE OF HUNDREDS OF UNH STUDENTS, FACULTY
AND STAFF WHO HAVE MARKED CAMPUS SUSTAINABILITY MONTH BY
COMMITING TO LIVE A MORE SUSTAINABLE LIFESTYLE.

Katherine Bemis’s recycling bin is always overflowing, and she
rarely fills a full trash bag. She bikes to class, is an active member
of UNH’s Organic Gardening Club and has a compost pile outside
her house that she uses in her garden. Bemis ’17 is just one of
hundreds of UNH students, faculty and staff who have committed
to be more sustainable during Campus Sustainability Month, an
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from my garden.”
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Visnic and her roommates
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campus reduction is
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five percent.

“We saw Campus
Sustainability Month as a
great opportunity to go green,” Visnic says. “We turn off the lights
more often, use minimal water when washing the dishes, bring our
own bags to the grocery store and use nontoxic cleaners.”
Megan Gordon ’18, a wildlife and conservation biology major,
committed to reduce her consumption of packaged items.
“I'm more conscious of all the brands I buy and their social,
environmental and economical impact,” Gordon says. “I now buy
fresh produce that has no packaging, and I say no to plastic bags
at any store.”
This commitment is attainable, Gordon says, “especially for
people just starting out on their journey to sustainability.”
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What's your commitment? Tell us
here.
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So Much To Celebrate
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